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Fate of the Norns Monsters in 5e
The creatures presented in this book come from both fairy-tales/

myth and the Fate of the Norns universe. This universe encompasses the Vi-
king age and the lands that were affected by these marauding invaders and traders- 
spanning not only Norse myth and legend, but the tales of the Celts, Welsh, Baltic, 
Germanic and Slavic peoples. They are adversaries that require determination on the 
part of the heroes, because the players will have to understand what they are facing be-
fore having a chance at victory. These beasts are meant for very memorable encounters, 
not simply a mathematical exercise of reducing them to zero hit-points. These monsters 
have secrets, vulnerabilities, lairs and the ability to engage in social combat. Physical 
combat may not be the only, nor the best way to defeat these creatures. XP’s will be 
granted no matter what the outcome- so players can think outside the box, instead of 
killing to get XP’s. The reward XP’s will scale based on the impact to the overall story.

Monster Secrets & Weaknesses
If you’ve read fairy tales, sagas and myths, you’ll note that defeating monsters required 
extra effort by the hero. Simply hacking and slashing a monster wasn’t going to be 
enough in most cases. The reason no one could beat the monster was because it’s secret 
vulnerability wasn’t known to the townsfolk. The wise hero of the story did some extra 
leg-work and discovered the Achilles heel, allowing them to succeed where others 
failed.
Monsters within this book also have secret vulnerabilities. The monster may do 
immense damage, but if the players bring a special item into the fray, the damage is 
halved. Same goes for monster toughness. Perhaps the AC is 25, but against a certain 
metal alloy the AC drops to 15. These secrets make preparation for each encounter more 
interesting, special and memorable.
PC’s will interact with locals, question seers, seek those who know their quarry well in 
order to uncover their foe’s secret and weakness. This role-play will give them a signifi-
cant advantage in combat when facing an otherwise unbeatable foe.
Each monster will have a secret/vulnerability listed for zero-prep games. To ensure that 
players do not memorize the monster stat block and monster vulnerability, the monster 
secrets will also list a secret/vulnerability theme. Each theme has a corresponding 
table containing many choices and the DM chooses or randomly rolls for the monster 
vulnerability available within that theme.

Simplified Damage Tracking
As a DM managing monster hit points can be very tedious. Your 
monster takes some damage, you do some math, but nothing 
in the game state has changed… why are you wasting 
your time doing the math? The only time it really 
matters is when the monster drops below zero 
hit points.
Instead of a pencil and paper, this new 
system of monster hit point man-
agement proposes using dice 
to manage the monster’s 
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hit points. This involves some acceptable approxima-
tions. When a monster takes some damage, take a die type that 

is closest to the damage dealt and set it aside.
For example, if your monster takes 1 to 4 damage, set aside a d4 to represent 

this. If the monster takes 5 or 6 damage, set aside a d6. If they take 11 or 12 damage, set 
aside a d12. If the monster takes over 12 points, set aside more than a single die. When 
setting aside damage dice in the damage pool, if you group these in 10’s, you can easily 
count up to see if your monster has died.
Optionally you can use the same die type, for example only use d6’s to manage damage. 
This speeds up the “is he dead yet” check.
When a monster heals, dice are removed from the damage pool.

Using Damage Dice for Powers
Roll to hit, roll for damage, rinse and repeat. It can get tedious. What if you could use 
damage dice as special powers? Now as a DM, your life gets more exciting, you get more 
options in your attack arsenal. This presents DM’s with interesting decisions.
The monsters contained in this book have powers that are triggered when “burning” 
damage dice. Burning a die means it is removed from the regular pool of damage that 
could potentially get healed. Removed dice have no way of returning, so the choice to 
burn them for a great power comes with lingering consequences.
When it says “Burn a d12” you may burn a single d12, or any combination of dice that add 
up to a d12. The burn action is usually done as a bonus action (unless stated otherwise). 
Burnt dice are simply moved into a new adjacent pool of dice. When dealing with high 
CR creatures, some players use poker chips to represent large burn pools, returning the 
burnt dice back to the table for reuse as damage dice.
For those who choose not to play with this option, the powers listed will also provide a 
legacy “recharges on an X” mechanic.
Example:

   Burn a d12: Your attack actions knock opponents back 10’

Levels
Monsters presented in this book are broken down into many CR’s. Rather than produce 

many monsters of fixed CR’s, the goal is to provide much more depth to a single type 
of monster. As a result, one monster will be presented at many different levels, 

showcasing how the average monster would progress in its own milieu. 
This also provides more excitement to the players, since they will have 

no idea of the power level they are facing. Goodbye to the cook-
ie-cutter faceless monster!

Where’s Alignment?
Even “bad-guys” think they’re the good 

guys in their own story. Attributing 
behavior to “they did that because 

they’re evil” is an oversim-
plification of someone’s 
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rationale. Rather than look at someone through a lense of 
good and evil (law/chaos), it is much more interesting to look at 

their desires, motivations, fears and vices. Rather than “alignment”, we 
call it “Characteristics” from chapter 4 in the Player’s Handbook.

Within the monster writeups you will find personalities, ideals, flaws and bonds. 
These permit the DM to bring more life to the creature, and to make social combat 
rich, interesting and satisfying.

Social Combat
Social combat is an attempt to bend someone else to your own desires and will. While 
the PC’s and NPC’s are having a cordial conversation, there is no need to begin using 
social combat; however, is someone refuses to go along with a suggestion, answer a 
question or a disagreement arises, then both the PC’s and NPC’s have the option to 
escalate to a battle of wits.
This is very common in fairy-tales and sagas… when a hero decides to outwit the 
unbeatable enemy with words, emotion, wisdom and/or logic. These battles can be had 
during dramatic scenes or even during a battle, giving all combatants extra options. The 
goal is to learn Characteristics, apply social conditions and eventually force the enemy 
agree with your suggestion. The suggestion is just that, a suggestion that they will 
agree to. It’s nothing that can go against any of their characteristics and it will not have 
the power of a magical compulsion, but it can make them ignore their own common 
sense.

On a combatant’s turn, as an action, they may choose one of the following:
• Question: Force the victim to do a social saving throw, on a fail they must give up 

a characteristic. The attacker now has a “string” on their foe- an important piece 
of information that can be exploited.

• Provoke/Inspire: Force the victim to do a social saving throw, on a fail they must 
are assigned a social condition (based on the words/tone used in the role-played 
attack). The inspire version of this action may imbue a willing ally with a beneficial 
social condition. This does not work on allies who already have a beneficial social 
condition.

• Compel: Force the victim to do a social saving throw with a +6 bonus, on a fail 
they are compelled to act in a certain way (see table for examples and potential 
options). This cannot contravene any of the defender’s Characteristics. If 
the victim succeeds in their save, they have immunity from this action 
until the next round.

The social attacker chooses to attack using their charm and 
emotions (CHA modifier) called “save versus passion”, 
or by using logic and reason (WIS modifier) called 
“save versus reason”. This forces the defender 
to make a saving throw, and they must use 
the same attribute as the attacker. 
Social saving throws are resolved 
as follows:
• The attacker sets 
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the Difficulty Class (
DC = 10 + Proficiency bonus + CHA/WIS bonus +2/string)

• The defender rolls a save with bonuses equal to CHA/WIS + Proficiency 
bonus

Social conditions may alter the DC or the save bonuses. If the attacker uses another 
attribute besides CHA or WIS, the defender must match it.
If a player of DM role-plays the use of a social skill such as (but not limited to) Insight or 
Deception, then at the DM’s discretion, they may add half the skill modifier to either the 
attack or defense (round down). The skill used must be appropriate to the given dialogue 
and tone of the interaction.
This book equips NPC’s with signature Social Actions that give them additional bonuses. 
The rules for Fate of the Norns PC classes also provide ways that players can acquire 
these types of powers.

Social Conditions
The 14 conditions presented in the players handbook are mostly physical conditions. 
This book presents 8 more psychological and emotional conditions which will not only 
affect Social combat, but in some cases, will also have some impact on physical actions.
Duration of social conditions depends on the individual conditions, but as a rule of 
thumb, they persist until a short rest, allowing emotions to settle.

Handing out XPs
When the creature is overcome by physical or social means, grant the PC’s XP’s as listed 
for the monster CR. If the result of the encounter complicates the current quest, grant 
+25% XP. If the encounter leads to a new story arc, grant +50% more XP. Obviously 
social conflict has a greater chance to affect the story in interesting ways (such as intro-
ducing a new recurring villain), so players should be encouraged to explore alternatives 
to battle encounters. vThese monsters are not bound by levels nor attribute ceilings.

Random Tables
The monsters have pre-determined facts and stats for zero-prep games. However, if the 

DM wishes to prepare in advance and ensure that the players have a surprise, many 
facts can be randomly generated or even chosen. All tables roll a d20+d6 for 

the final number, generating a range between 2 and 26. These 25 values 
correspond to the Fate of the Norns: Ragnarok elder Futhark rune set, 

that can also be used to generate the creature facts.

Beta 2
d20 v.5.5e (2018/04/25)

This is a Kickstarter preview, text, art and 
layout will be refined for the final 

product. More testing a rules 
refinement will come about 

from additional player 
feedback.
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 To the east of Norveig, across the mountains there lies 
a forest, a dark one, mysterious and dangerous. The locals call 
the dark forest Myrkvid. Warnings against venturing within are 
well justified, but the true threat we face is what comes out of 
this unholy domain. The local chieftain has summoned me to 
bring back her young son who has been abducted and carried 
into the mountains. From the description I know that I will be 
dealing with a Lyngormr.
 This beast resembles a snake, but has a dragon’s head. 
The lyngormr also has two arms which end in razor sharp claws 
which are to be avoided… they would cut through steel as easily 
as a knife through cloth. The lyngormr’s underbelly is soft, but 
it has tremendous intellect, so getting beneath it will prove dif-
ficult. Perhaps the biggest dilemma would be assessing which 
breath it possesses. Fire and poison I have faced, but I know 
that many other types exist.
 I will seek it out and attempt to reason with it. It knows 
human speech and may very well be looking for a ransom for the 
chieftain’s son. Most have ravenous appetites and Raganrok has 
made suitable meals scarce. I should make haste should the son 
become the lyngormr’s next meal.
….
 I pen my next entry after successfully retrieving the 
young lad. I approached the lyngormr’s cave all the while mak-
ing my presence well known. The outside of the den was let-
tered with treasures acquired from fallen heroes looking for 
glory and the lyngormr’s head. The denizen of Myrkvid had 
amassed a sizeable collection of human heads. The stench of 
death overwhelmed me for a moment. The lyngormr made it 
clear that he would only engage in a conversation of equals, so 

every word I uttered had to display my worldly wisdom- lest I lose my head as well.
 We engaged in a contest of wits, questioning one another until the beast could not 
answer my question. I offered the lyngormr a cow as ransom, and promised that the town would 
provide a sheep every month for the next year. I do not know how long the peace will last, every-
thing relies on the wellbeing of the sheep.

      Antonidas 
     Malleus Maleficarum
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Environment
These mythical creatures have the power and 
influence to establish their domain in any place 
they choose. In some cases they will kill, evict or 
enslave a village and make it their own dominion.

Lifespan
Lyngormr can easily reach 1000 years of 
age. The young evolve to maturity after 
100 years. Their longevity allows them 
to gather immense knowledge and 
wealth.

Encounter
The Lyngormr are solitary creatures by nature. The 
only time an adult pair will be encountered is when they 
are mating. Females will rear their young for a century before 
the hatchlings depart to make create their own legacy.

Lyngormr work to amass great wealth over their lifetime. Through avarice they 
derive real pleasure. Seeking knowledge is also equally important to the Lyngormr. 
They seek to know all they can about the flora and fauna. As a result, they may seek 
the company of those from whom they can learn, tricking wise men into divulging 
their secrets. Once they have learned all they can, they will usually devour their 
guest.

Variants
There are several Lyngormr races, each defined by their 

breath weapon. It is said that these races are descen-
dant from the primordial wyrms of Hvergelmir, 

while others speculate that Lyngormr are 
proto-Alfar who have adopted new 

forms.



Lyngormr

Tier I II III IV V

Challenge Rating tbd tbd tbd tbd tbd

Level/Hit Dice 5 10 15 20 25v

Proficiency Bonus +3 +4 +5 +6 +8

Size M L L H G

Speed 30’ 35’ 40’ 45’ 50’

Strength* +4 +6 +8 +10 +12

Dexterity -1 0 +1 +2 +3

Constitution* +3 +4 +5 +6 +7

Intelligence 0 0 +1 +2 +3

Wisdom* +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Charisma -1 -1 0 0 0

Passive Perception 11 12 13 14 15

Hit Points 38 95 158 250 438

AC 12** 14** 16** 18** 21**

Legendary Actions 1 2 3 4 5

Reach 5’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 15’

To-hit bonus +7 +10 +13 +16 +20

Damage bonus +4 +6 +8 +10 +12

Morale Save +2 +4 +6 +8 +9

Save vs. Passion +2 +3 +5 +6 +8

Save vs. Reason +4 +5 +6 +7 +8
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Tier I

Discover  bond: Your Question actions gain +1 DC 

Secretive: Gain advantage vs. Question

Lair’s Ambiance: Provoke actions gain +2 DC while 
you are in your lair

Intimidate: Your Compel actions gain use STR

Tier II

Bribe: Your Question actions gain +1 DC per 1,000 
gp of treasure you offer/give.

Life story: When gaining a string, gain 1 more if you 
grant the enemy a string on you.

Tier III

Blackmail: Each string grants +1 additional DC

Secretive: Gain advantage vs.Provoke attacks

Tier IV

Deceiver: When adding Deception bonus, add full 
bonus instead of half

Home Advantage: Compel actions gain advantage

Tier V

Tyrant: When adding Intimidate bonus, add full 
bonus instead of half

Secretive: Gain advantage vs.Compel

SOCIAL ACTIONS

Senses: Darkvision (120’), Tremorsense (60’)
Type: Dragon

SKILLS
Tier I Tier II Tier III Tier IV Tier V

- Perception - Survival - Insight - Deception - Intimidate

- Arcana - Nature - Religion - History - Persuasion

Characteristics     Lawful Evil

Personality: Cunning strategist, hermit

Ideal: Acquire wealth and power by any means

Flaw: Fear anyone who is wiser or stronger

Bond: Magical, valuable, rare and powerful artifacts

EQUIPMENT & TREASURE

Tier 1 Tier II Tier III Tier IV Tier V

- Treasure Type M, S N, S R B, H Z

Volund’s Magical Item 5% 15% 25% 40% 65%

*Saving Throws: Attributes marked with * add Proficiency for saves
Vulnerabilities: Light (-2 to-hit when in direct sunlight)
Resistances: Piercing**, bludgeoning**, slashing**
Immunities: Frightened
**Secrets & Weaknesses: AC is boosted by 2x the Proficiency bonus and has 
damage resistance unless attacked in the belly by using a called shot (alternative-
ly roll on the Secrets & Weaknesses: Anatomy table)

Languages: Common, Dragon



LAIR ACTIONS (1 per turn)

Tier I

Haunting Echoes: All PC’s made a DC 15 Wisdom save or suffer 
the Frightened condition when viewing the Lyngormr

Tier II

Crumbling Stone: A tail slap causes boulder to fall. Everyone 
in the lair must make a DC 15 Dexterity save or take 18 (4d8) 
bludgeoning damage

Tier III

Summon Minions: Summon 1d6 CR 1 minions who act last in the 
combat round. If the lord of the lair is defeated, they flee.

Tier IV

Use Burrows: The Lyngormr gains a free move action

Tier V

Magic Disruption: All spells cast have a 1 in 6 chance of failing

Tier I

Bloodied Bite Action

Melee unarmed attack vs. 1 target for 1d6 piercing damage. You may also burn one of your damage dice as bonus damage.

Regeneration (Legacy: Regenerate 4 hp / round) Free Action

Recover one dice from damage at the end of the combat round.

Lucky Star (Legacy: Recharges on 1-3) Bonus Action

Burn a d4: burn before a saving throw to gain advtantage 

Fuelled by Pain (Legacy: Recharges on 1) Bonus Action

Burn a d8: perform a free attack action against all enemies within 30’ (roll to hit once and compare against each AC)

Tier II

Wyrm Breath Recharges on a 1-4 Action

Choose an element (fice, ice, etc) everyone in a 90’ cone must make a DC 12 (+ Proficiency) or take your HD d6 in damage.

(Legacy: Recharges on 1-2) Bonus Action

Burn a d6: The next Wyrm Breath attack triggers twice.

Tier III

Tail Slap Legendary Action

After you are attacked, counterattack, roll to hit, dealing 14 (3d8) bludgeoning damage and knock back your foe 15’

Powered by Blood (Legacy: Recharges on 1) Bonus Action

Burn a d10: All damage you deal this turn is boosted by +1 per damage dice you have in your damage pool.

Tier IV

Second Chances Legendary Action

On a failed save, you may roll again.

Greater Regeneration Free Action

Recover one extra dice from damage at the end of the combat round.

Tier V

Violent Constriction Legendary Action

After you are attacked, attacker must make a DC 16 Dexterity save or take damage equal to 3 damage dice you burn

Stone Heart Roar (Legacy: Recharges on 1) Bonus Action

Burn a d12: All enemies within 30’ make a DC 14 (+Proficiency) save or become Petrified

PHYSICAL ACTIONS & LEGENDARY ACTIONS
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Kobold

+4 15  8

Attack damage boosted by the 
number of nearby allies (10’)

+2

Question Provoke Compel
WIS +0
CHA +1

WIS -2
CHA -1

WIS +1
CHA +2

Kobold

+4 15 12

Attack damage boosted by the number of nearby 
allies (10’)

+3

Question Provoke Compel
WIS +1
CHA +2

WIS -1
CHA 0

WIS +2
CHA +3

Kobold

+5 17 18+4

Question Provoke Compel
WIS +2
CHA +3

WIS 0
CHA +1

WIS +3
CHA +4

Gain the Invisible condition

Attack damage boosted by the number of nearby 
allies (10’)

Gain the Invisible condition

Seithkona

-1 11  10

Gain +2 on all saves this round

+2

Question Provoke Compel
WIS +3
CHA +2

WIS -2
CHA -1

WIS +1
CHA +2



Anger

Charmed

Fear

Terror Rage
If someone already suffers from 
ANGER, the provoke action can

change it to RAGE

If someone already suffers from 
FEAR, the provoke action can

change it to TERROR

The provoke action can apply
this social condition

The provoke action can apply
this social condition

Trust

Admiration
If someone already suffers from 
TRUST, the provoke action can

change it to ADMIRATION

The provoke action can apply
this social condition

If someone already suffers from 
TRUST, the provoke action can

change it to CHARMED

- Will protect the person who 
charmed them.
- Apply a -2 on Passion Saves
- Disadvantage on saves vs. 
Provoke
Remove after a long rest

- Deal -1d4 damage on melee 
and ranged attacks
- Apply a -1 penalty to all of 
your social saves

Remove after a short rest

- Will not attack the person 
whom they trust.
- Disadvantage on saves vs. 
Question

Remove after a short rest

- Will protect the person whom 
they admire.
- Apply a -2 on Reason Saves
- Disadvantage on saves vs. 
Compel
Remove after a long rest

- Deal half damage on melee 
and ranged attacks
- Perform a morale check every 
combat round.

Remove after a long rest

- Deal +2 damage on melee 
attacks & AC penalty -1
- Apply a -2 penalty to all of 
your social save DC’s

Remove after a short rest

- Deal +4 damage on melee 
attacks & AC penalty -2
- Cannot perform social ac-
tions. Apply -2 penalty to social 
saves.
Remove after a long rest



Provoke Action
Time: 1 action
Choose:
Passion Save (CHA)
Set DC of save equal to
7  + Prof Bonus + CHA mod + 3/
string
or
Reason Save (WIS)
Set DC of save equal to
7 + Prof Bonus + WIS mod + 3/
string
Victim performs a saving throw

Fail Effect: 
- Apply a social condition

Question Action
Time: 1 minute
Choose:
Passion Save (CHA)
Set DC of save equal to
10 + Prof Bonus + CHA mod
or
Reason Save (WIS)
Set DC of save equal to
10 + Prof Bonus + WIS mod
Victim performs a saving throw

Fail Effect: 
- Gain a personal piece of 
information from the victim 
(+1 String)

Compel Action
Time: 1 minute
Choose:
Passion Save (CHA)
Set DC of save equal to
4 + Prof Bonus + CHA mod + 
3/string
or
Reason Save (WIS)
Set DC of save equal to
4 + Prof Bonus + WIS mod+ 
3/string
Victim performs a saving throw
Fail Effect: Must perform an action 
that doesn’t contradict their charac-
teristics

Provoke Action
Time: 1 action
Choose:
Passion Save (CHA)
Set DC of save equal to
7  + Prof Bonus + CHA mod + 3/
string
or
Reason Save (WIS)
Set DC of save equal to
7 + Prof Bonus + WIS mod + 3/
string
Victim performs a saving throw

Fail Effect: 
- Apply a social condition

Question Action
Time: 1 minute
Choose:
Passion Save (CHA)
Set DC of save equal to
10 + Prof Bonus + CHA mod
or
Reason Save (WIS)
Set DC of save equal to
10 + Prof Bonus + WIS mod
Victim performs a saving throw

Fail Effect: 
- Gain a personal piece of 
information from the victim 
(+1 String)

Compel Action
Time: 1 minute
Choose:
Passion Save (CHA)
Set DC of save equal to
4 + Prof Bonus + CHA mod + 
3/string
or
Reason Save (WIS)
Set DC of save equal to
4 + Prof Bonus + WIS mod+ 
3/string
Victim performs a saving throw
Fail Effect: Must perform an action 
that doesn’t contradict their charac-
teristics

Provoke Action
Time: 1 action
Choose:
Passion Save (CHA)
Set DC of save equal to
7  + Prof Bonus + CHA mod + 3/
string
or
Reason Save (WIS)
Set DC of save equal to
7 + Prof Bonus + WIS mod + 3/
string
Victim performs a saving throw

Fail Effect: 
- Apply a social condition

Question Action
Time: 1 minute
Choose:
Passion Save (CHA)
Set DC of save equal to
10 + Prof Bonus + CHA mod
or
Reason Save (WIS)
Set DC of save equal to
10 + Prof Bonus + WIS mod
Victim performs a saving throw

Fail Effect: 
- Gain a personal piece of 
information from the victim 
(+1 String)

Compel Action
Time: 1 minute
Choose:
Passion Save (CHA)
Set DC of save equal to
4 + Prof Bonus + CHA mod + 
3/string
or
Reason Save (WIS)
Set DC of save equal to
4 + Prof Bonus + WIS mod+ 
3/string
Victim performs a saving throw
Fail Effect: Must perform an action 
that doesn’t contradict their charac-
teristics
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using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from the Contributor to do so. 12. Inability to 
Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open 
Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material 
so affected. 13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail 
to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this 
License. 14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only 
to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. 15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000, 
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